MASONITE

DESCRIPTION
 Thin, dark brown wood board with no apparent grain direction.

USES
 Masonite can be used for a smooth and cheap drawing board or desktop surface, and can also be cut like any other wood in the shop for model construction. Can be laser cut.

MANUFACTURE
 Wood chips and sawdust are blasted with steam until they are elongated into fibers and then formed into boards. Typically, no adhesive is used. Boards may be polished to a smooth, almost glossy finish.

NOTABLE INGREDIENTS
 Wood

DISPOSAL
 Usable scraps to Reuse Stations, unusable scraps to wood dumpster behind shop. Untreated wood will completely biodegrade without any issue.

SAFETY NOTES
 -Masonite cannot be cut without shop access. Follow all precautions associated with the particular tools used in the shop.